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MASTER PART 2 LYRICS
He's the M.A.S.T.E.R. of Disguise
he can change in front of your eyes
He's the master, master of disguise [x2]

He don't play
Changes faces everyday
The one who always saves the day
And no one can do what he can do
Make his move 
Never meant to be a fool
Whenever in doubt 
Just call up and shout

Chorus 2x 
He's the M.A.S.T.E.R. of Disguise 
watch into the front of your eyes 
He's the master, master of disguise

Now, who's down, who's back
It's not the time to just stop for Lil Fizz and like that
Let me tell you a little story about the guy behind the
mask 
For you to get crunk, so he'd have to change fast
9 time thrower to a couple of jazz
And you know he could change in the blink of an eye
Turn to a nerd to a nerdy guy
Now tell me if he look stupid he gon ask this why
He's the M.A.S.T.E.R. of disguise he can change in front
of your eyes
Look up in the air to dem other guys
If a shorty in dem dog it wouldn't be wise
He's a crime fighter Keepin the streets tighter
Movie sets so thrilled you can call him night writer
True to the game and not but a thang
So come on everybody let's scream his name

Chorus 2x

It's the master of disguise and he ain't gonna stop
straight up and especially for the others put away and
lock
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Ladies and gentlemen do not fear
Wherever there is crime M.O.D. is near
What it do bringin these not crunk pain
Makin they clocks slam and got em going insane
True to the game but not for a fizzane
So come everybody, let's scream his name!

chorus until the end
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